
Materials List -Châtelaine  Online Design 173

“The Ripe Berry Stitching Envelope + Toys”
Disclaimer : Please regard that I make my conversions from the originally used and chosen materials with help of original brand thread cards + full skeins of 
variegated threads - but following my own taste of color and the feeling of what will go with that particular design rather then using so-called “official” 
conversion charts. The piece is designed for the use of the “original” materials (variegated silks etc) and the effect and overall look can be quite different if 
you use other materials.
I do not endorse –any-  of the nowadays offered “conversion packs” by some thread dyers as they rarely are made by comparison to the original materials I 
chose and which I have on my desk here “in person”. Nor do I support ANY other “comparable” threads which are dyed following my choice of materials + 
then offered in forums etc. as conversion for a particular Châtelaine design ! 
If you wish to use different materials feel free to do so, but please follow your own feelings, eyes and taste of color rather then buying “bulk” conversions !! 
I am not responsible if you do not like the look of the conversion materials. If you want the piece to look the same, use the same :)
Thread approximations regarding used amounts are made with a software and may vary depending of the personal stitching habits. They are an 
approximation only !

Thread Brand  Thread color name and number – approx. usage.
Conversion into DMC is to be found after the //

skeins

DMC     Antique lilac   315                                                     125 in0.39 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
    Light grey green524                                                      56 in0.18 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
    Garnet red      902                                                      66 in0.21 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
    Dark Emerald Green909                                                   163 in0.51 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
    Blue grey       931                                                      60 in0.19 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
    Litchee mauve   3727                                                     44 in0.14 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
    Prune rose      154                                                      38 in0.12 8m Skeinsof 6 strands

Caron Waterlilies Guacamole        WL 206/3348                                             42 in0.19 6yd Skeinof 12 strands

Dinky Dyes silk  Gidgee                         DD 142/580                                65 in0.21 Skein 8mof 6 strands

Dinky Dyes Silk Perle

Gloriana Silk Twilight                              GLO 089/na 340                     74 in0.23 Skein 8mof 6 strands

Rainbow Gallery Petite Treasure 
Braid

 Arctic Gold                                                   PB 02     636 in1.99 Skein 8mof 1 strands
                                                                      

Rainbow Gallery P Silk Lame Braid    PSL SP38                                           PSL SP38/3809        151 in0.48 Skein 8mof 1 strands
    PSL SP39                                           PSL SP39/3808        157 in0.50 Skein 8mof 1 strands

Delica Beads size 11     Del 411    Del 411            124 beads               
    Del 514    Del 514             36 beads               
    Del 626    Del 626             52 beads               
                         

Swarovski Crystals 
5301 - 4mm Bicones

 „c“ => Crystal AB => 9 Pc.

„ P „ => Genuine Sweetwater Pearls, approx. Ovals of 3 x 5 mm    8 Pc.

Zweigart Belfast  3609 
14/28  or 16/32 count linen
White or cream, natural, 
unbleached, black.

Design sizes – add free fabric for sewing and finishing !!  and regard, that all the shapes are squares !

Large Square = 101 x 101 stitches       6.3 x   6.3 inches at 16ct 

Medium Square  = 51 x 51 stitches       3.2 x   3.2 inches at 16ct

Small Square =  28 x 28 stitches      1.8 x   1.8 inches at 16ct

some Silk Dupioni of printed cotton fabric for lining 

Wool Felt as backing insde the needlebook 

Tassle, etc. for embellishing
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